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NEW PURCHASES FOR THE DEPARTMENT
Financial support provided
to Dr. Lisa Cassis upon
accepting the position of
department chair has made
it possible to acquire several new pieces of equipment. These acquisitions
were greatly needed to
replace outdated or broken
equipment, and will help
the Department move forward with “state of the art”
technologies
and
approaches. Some of these
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purchases
here.

are

featured

The Ultra Centrifuge This
instrument is the latest
model from Sorvall (RC6+).
Applications are focused
on all aspects of pharmacology. The ultra centrifuge is capable of supporting sample formats ranging from microtubes (0.5
mL) up to 1L volumes with
a newly designed 1L bottle
and has rotor choices
spanning the innovative
Thermo Scientific Fiberlite
carbon fiber rotors, the
traditional metal rotors,
and continuous flow rotors. The centrifuge is
compatible with Nalgene
bottles and tubes.
has
The Gino/Grinder
the capacity of homogenizing 84 samples at once and

at the same temperature. It
uses special tubes and
spheres to pulverize the
tissue. This instrument will
help reduce experimental
variability by eliminating
changes in homogenization across samples.

More Purchases
Sorval St16 benchtop
Centrifuge

The SL 16 series is suited
for routine processing, including clinical protocols,
cell culture applications
and microplate processing.

NOTE:

Applications for
these new tools are compatible with all aspects of
pharmacology
research

(cardiovascular, diabetes,
cancer and neuroscience).
When using one of these
pieces
of
equipment,
please sign the corresponding log book provided for each.
Send your news to:
Mary.Lowell@uky.edu

